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l.Introduction
The advantages of Silicon-on-Insulator (SOD for low-

pow€r and high-s@ circuits are well known [1]. The
advantages of dielectric insulation have also been applied
to power-integrated circuits, both for thick-frlm [2J and
thin-film t31 SOI. Recently, a theoretical study
derpnstrated the power density (specific on-resistance vs.
rated breakdourn voltage) of thin-film SOI to be
corryarable with super-junctions [4], and well ahead of
other technologies. The objective of this paper is to show
manufacturability of such thin-film SOI processes for 24-
650V circuits in volunp production

2. Motivation
Background

The drive to decrease size, increase efficiency, and
further inprove reliability of power-conversion circuitry
rmtivates a transfer from solutions with discrete
corponents to an integrated a14roach. Progress towmds
this goal was delayed by problems of inconpatibility
between control circuits and power-devices on the sailxe
chip, as well as potential intemetations, such as latch-up
by minority carrier generation or injection in pow€r
devices. Furtherrnorg economies of custorndesigned ICs
conryare unfavorabty with off-the-shelf standard products.
The fornrer roadblock is resolved by dielectric isolation
with SOI, whe,reas the latter requires aggressive reduction
of device and circuit size.
Alternatives

Most powerdevice architatmes (VDMOS, IIEXFET,
Trench-FET, super-junctions) do not lend themselves to
circuit integration This is due to the fact that the high-
voltage terminal is usually at the back-side of the wafer,
rnaking miltiple higfu-voltage terminals irryossibte. This
problem can be resolvd by integrating the devices in
thick-film SOI, but the contacting of the buried high-
voltage terminal will introduce additional pmasitic
resistance and capacitance.

Lateral device concepts, such as RESURF [5], bring the
high-voltage terminal to the fronl and electrical isolation
is possible by reverse-biased junctions and self-terminated
georretry. A potential problem rernains with high
displacernent currents invoked druing switching of a power
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device- Fruthernnre, intrerent n-1>n-p structures can be
triggered to latch-up by biasing or signal tansients.
Clnsen approach

Ttrin-film SOI combines the advantages of lateral
architecture and dielectric isolation Circuit size can be
minimized by near-ideal electric field ttnoughout the
device t4l by separating the field to de,plete the silicon
from the freld required to build the blocking voltage, see

Fig. l. Additionally, device area can be reduced, corrpared
to other approaches, and the process can be designed to be
conpatible with standard CMOS corponents.

Fig. I Thin'film SOI power device.

3. Pnocess introduction
Processing issaes

There was quite sorne concern ttrat the buried oxide
under the SOI layer will adversely influence process steps.

Specifically, plasma-etch and -deposition, or ion
irrylantation could charge up the SOI layer and nndit/
uniformity or thougf4rut rate. We were able to virtually
eliminate these effects by a proprietary protection scherp
in the saw-lanes t6l. Furttrerrmre is the considered
thickness of the SOI layer (1.surrD partially 1'ansparent to
visible light, therefore litbography exposure dose had to be
adjusted. Metrology and visual inspection had to use
shorter wavelength where the attenuation of the SOI layer
is better.

Gate-axide integrity
SOI has the reputation of suffering from lower gate-

oxide quallty conpared to bulk processes. Attention to
many processi4g details hdp"d to inprove this to a level
very close to bulk rnaterial, see Figure 2.
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Fig. 2 Defect densityredrrction in SOI over time.

Key aspect for iryroving gate.oxide qralrty is the

redrrction of rechanical stress in silicon, as the thinner
rmterial fuosfrates me rapidly slips ad strcking
faults. furtkrmre, th contamination level hss to be
lowered coryared to bulk processing, as lmwn gettering
techniques canbe less effective in SOI [7].
Power dissipation

Apoiot of concernin SOI is th two orders of magnifide
lower thernul conductivity of oxidg coryared to silicon.
It has been shwn earlier that ESD pulses are zufficie,ntly
rapld that only fle SOI layer is involved in bating by the

dissipated errctrS/, the buri€d oxide has thefore no
influerce t8l. On the other side, the oxide just reprmetrs
an additio'nal thmal resistance of tlp mder of tlp silicon
wafer itself fm contimrous dissipatioq agl is therefme
easily accounted fu by sirnrlation Recent work [9] tras

sbwn slow signals to be mst criticat fm SOI, as th
quivalent therrrnl R-C retwork allows for significantly
high peak teqreratures ad swing$ than bulk material.
These aspects have to be properly modeted ad taken into
consideration &ring circuit design
Elec tromagw tic c ompatibility ( EM C )

The lower parasitic capacitance in SOI permits the use

of smller signal currentso whichreducss emission of hig!-
frequercy rdiation This eases EMC considerations e.g.

in antomtive aBplications t101.

4. Results
The iqrovements in defwt density, yrel{ ad die size

reduction allowed tlre idroduction of several apiplications
into volure poduction. Thy cover automotive (up to
80V), audio, such as class-D arylifiers (up to 120V),
drivers for electro-huninesced displays (np to 1509,
Plasm-Display-Panel drivers (W to 200V), video
arylifims (3mV), switcH-mode power sup'plies anl
ligtfi4g agplications (up to 650V). An exanple for strch

ICs is gro"o in Figrne 3.

Fig, 3 Power-IC with 550V half-bridge topologr.

5. Cmlusions
This paper presented tb introdrrction of thin-film SOI

for lnwer integrated circuits into vohrre prcduction SOI-

specific oorrcerns, such as plasma-induced charging,

limit€d attenuation of light, gate-oxide integrity, ad
pow€r dissipation were discussed in detail. Several

agilications in ttr raqge from StlV to 650V are presented.
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